
Spelling Bee 2015 – 5 to 6 years 

 

Easy spelling words: 

Yes, gum, sum, way, wig, bye, buy, wag, cub, dug, apt, age, old, aid, 
aim, air, sow, sew, zoo, ant, toe, tow, two, for, six, hen, her, cup, 
cop, mow, mew, now, fig, flu, ate, eat, odd, bid, win, gut, dam, ill, 
wax, fly, dew, toy, joy, boy, ask, own, won, win, elf, arm, use, tan        

 

Medium difficulty spelling words:  

Risk, milk, buzz, jump, hook, pink, cool, fake, neat, oats, fuss, 
daze, boil, boil, want, neat, neck, goat, super, milk, glum, able, 
aged, year, port, airy, alas, able, ably, salt, soil, star, dark, doom, 
ally, live, life, aloe, aunt, anti, army, bike, four, stop, shop, gone, 
goes, gaze, daze, doze, grow, blow, lime, book, draw, drew, beat, 
beet, also, apex, from, some, many, must, musk, hole, hold, plum, 
love, joke, poke, play, stay, flew, deep, jeep, nest, next, horn, 
tree, crow, club, task, tool, toll, role, rule, roll, pond, fond, tent, 
text, flag, flog, them, gift, been, bean, cart, card, dull, draw, clue, 
yarn, very, yard, only, flea, fire, fizz, flan, flax, flan, fled, flex, 
roam, clad, frog, hump, firm, wash, load, open, damp, dump, sane  

 

Difficult spelling words:  

River, block, super, atlas, dirty, alone, alive, amuse, jolly, funny, 
belly, puppy, glass, grass, honey, lemon, paper, story, condo, anvil, 
apply, apart, musty, later, never, apple, poker, three, seven, eight, 
clump, chimp, champ, cheap, cheat, grand, grant, climb, today, 
space, brisk, break, brake, flack, stack, stock, stick, flaky, flare, 
spoon, flask, flick, plain, plane, plank, black, block, rinse, close 



Spelling Bee 2015 – 7 to 8 years 

Easy spelling words: 

Flies, crawl, tenth, build, built, voice, smoke, sunny, coast, beast, 
drill, dough, rough, queen, queer, fiend, fifty, fight, might, fifth, 
third, forth, forte, field, fiery, final, total, magic, press, young, 
youth, booth, sooth, choir, skimp, soapy, sober, spear, spare, 
tenth, draft, graph, salon, abode, abide, fibre, zebra, doubt, 
angry, anger, solid, judge, value, hedge, growl, erode, coach, patio, 
guess, guest, pixel, iota, idiot, idiom, relax, ideal, peace, piece, 
light, faith, bribe, nerve, verve, novel, serve, mange, mangy, manic     

 

Medium difficulty spelling words: 

Finish, raised, school, happen, pebble, shovel, maggot, supper, 
design, bazaar, friend, fiction, diction, fickle, fiscal, fidget, 
fourth, figure, fiesta, control, senior, junior, shrimp, sorrow, 
sought, frenzy, period, salmon, saloon, caught, bought, decide, 
abroad, talent, timber, protect, goblet, burden, carrot, intent, 
induce, injury, pardon, hatred, despair, divine, console, belief, 
clergy, priest, bridal, bribery, protect, manner, median, measly 

 

Difficult spelling words: 

Trouble, urinate, stretch, miracle, protection, barnacle, bankrupt, 
awkward, rooster, fierce, finally, totally, magical, straight, 
movement, social, soothe, sordid, scuffle, soufflé, sparkle, plastic, 
special, periodic, periodical, factual, drapery, draught, drastic, 
dictate, dictator, multiply, multiple, brought, pancake, screech, 
stretch, privately, private, cabbage, receive, believe, eternal, 
chickens 



Spelling Bee 2015 – 9 to 10 years 

 

Easy spelling words: 

Kidnap, manual, mania, karma, derby, mantle, dragon, lobster, 
bogus, inhale, island, dodge, famous, raisin, circle, botch, trumpet, 
banter, vanity, betray, fraction, friction, rescue, melody, 
daughter, apologize, volcano, domestic, shoulder, journey, 
brilliant, coupon, devious, tedious, tussle, assure, session, legion, 
visual, portrait, premises, beginning, language, pleasure, league, 
liaise, chaplet, meander, mucous, nebulous, mortgage, fantasy, 
absurd, ambitious, distillery, doodle, dabble, hybrid, honorary  

 

Medium difficulty spelling words: 

Mammoth, stomach, tantrum, activity, abandon, suspenders, 
surplus, trivia, stampede, skewer, charity, nectarine, novelist, 
traverse, university, amulet, parameter, celebrate, magician, 
majestic, faculty, explosive, bribery, curator, appreciate, genuine, 
recluse, cajole, mosquito, nourish, debrief, arrogant, berserk, 
prolific, ammunition, manicure, adolescent, infectious, logistics,      

 

Difficult spelling words: 

Inhalation, surrogate, celestial, ingredient, ingredient, holocaust, 
holograph, urination, ingratiate, celestial, immaculate, miniscule, 
binoculars, notoriety, arrogant, deliberate, nostalgia, debilitate, 
notoriety, desperate, depository, aesthetic, inflammatory, 
antioxidant, authentic, antiphon, longevity, mezzanine, 
monstrosity, mechanism, mannerism, mysterious, curriculum, 
theatrical, characteristic, ambivalent, adjudicate, dossier, 
impediment, ludicrous, electrolyte, disquietude, abhorrent       



Spelling Bee 2015 – 11 to 12 years 

 

Easy spelling words: 

Atrophy, interiority, magnificent, neutralizes, nondescript, 
magnificent, exuberance, familiarize, enamour, centrist, 
assiduous, assassinate, artificial, archive, apparatus, pursuit, 
cumbersome, stabilize, hypnotize, imbue, incessant, incisor, 
incriminate, initiative, insatiable, integral, inimical, intermittent, 
intoxicate, iconic, dubious, derelict, capillary, exoneration, 
executive, exhibit, expunge, credulous, diminutive, cylindrical,  

Medium difficulty spelling words: 

Audacious, nauseous, accoutrement, dossier, adversarial, 
antihistamine, endogenous, emulous, encapsulate, abysmal, 
disproportionate, carbohydrate, pyramid, hallucinate, horrendous, 
illustrious, impropriety, inimitable, terrestrial, territorial, 
terrorism, ideological, idyllic, impermeable, impediment, 
egocentric, ecumenical, eccentric, diuretic, counterfeit, 
constituency, catalyst, exacerbate, exaggerate, excerpt, 
exorbitant, expedient, diaphragm, concomitant, camaraderie    

Difficult spelling words: 

Neanderthal, aficionado, homophobia, monosyllabic, equilibrium, 
equinox, equivocal, endomorph, catechetical, centrifugal, 
haemorrhage, haemophalia, Alzheimer, abhorrent, shenanigan, 
humanitarian, hydrolysis, hypothesis, hypochondria, incognizant, 
innuendo, idiosyncrasy, ideological, imbroglio, ignominious, 
indecipherable, inauspicious, incandescent, incendiary, 
incongruous, fluorescent, effervescent, efficacious, eczema, 
dyslexia, discotheque, catastrophic, bureaucracy, excruciating, 
quintessential, palliative, epicurean, technocrat, xylophone  


